Damage Sheet – Lifting cylinder
This data sheet must be completed in the event of a complaint concerning lifting cylinders.
Complete both sides of the data sheet in full and send it with photographs of the damaged part and the
damaged area: service@stoll-germany.com
Dealer
Address
Cust. No. / Contact
Phone 
E-mail 
Machine number
Front loader / implement
Invoice or delivery note
number
Beam Type
Labelling and marking of
the damaged area

Lifting-cylinder

Tool-cylinder

Exact description of the
damage
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Damage Sheet – Lifting cylinder

1. Does it involve an internal leakage? (the lifting cylinder sags for a certain time)



Yes



No

2. Is there an external leakage on the piston rod? (Does oil come out on the piston rod? Do drops of oil
collect on the wiper?) (Does oil come out on the piston rod? Do drops of oil collect on the wiper?)



Yes



No

3. Are there any external leakages in a different area (at the connections, the screw connection, the
vent, the weld seams)



Yes



No

4. Is there any visible damage on the piston rod? (scratches, grooves, flaking, rust)



Yes



No



No

5. Is the piston rod bent?



Yes

6. Is there any serious external damage to the lifting cylinder?



Yes



No

7. Are there any signs of corrosion on the lifting cylinder? (rusting, paint flaking off)



Yes



No

Confirm the correctness of the information you have provided by signing the data sheet

Place/Date: ____________________ Stamp/Signature ________________________
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